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GSI Key Structure Solutions

• Poultry
• Swine
• Insulated/Drop ceiling
• Ability to Withstand High winds
• Airtight Design
• Cost Efficient
• Precise Manufacturing
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Better Flock Performance:

1. How GSI Structures Help Your Business  1

A. Improved flock liveability, body weights & feed conversions

• GSI gives you  an average +4% more birds with higher liveability in 

every flock cycle.

• More uniformity and consistent body weights (2.3kg, +18gms). 

• Lower feed conversions

- GSI structures provide proper house environment which is 

efficient in converting feed to meat. 
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Cost Efficiencies :

1. How Our Structures  Help Your Business  2

B. More cost effective 

 Comparative cheaper maintenance cost

 Lower cost to produce a broiler

 Higher and faster returns of investment

 More consistent results all year around

 GSI Asia structures are built to last many years  
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How do we do it?:

poulr

2. Improved livability rates, body weights & feed conversions  3

A. R12 insulation

• A poultry house requires at least R8 insulation to be productive.

• At R12 insulation, meets the requirement of today’s poultry houses :

a. Fresh air – high level of oxygen with improved air exchange

b. Temperature management and house tightness: 

- a minimum of 32⁰C required for day old chick placement

- Grow out phase after 25 days, birds are fully feathered and thus at

R12 insulation helps maintain good ambient temperatures that 

encourages better feed conversions and improved weight gains in 

broilers                       

The next slide supports the above.   
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2. GSI structures have improved KPI’s  4

Reference: Andrew Bourne,Cobb World, Feed & Livestock, Vol 9, No4, 2014 
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How do we do it?:

liv

2. GSI structures have higher livability rates  5

A. Improved bird performance

• At R12 insulation  =  liveability rate 

- industry wide score @ 93-94%

GSI house@ 97%

- gives you additional minimum of at least +4% more birds

• At the same, it encourages better feed conversion 

- GSI FCR 1.60 VS 1.64 competitor, thus deliver more meat with

less feed

• More birds from higher liveability rates and lower FCR reduces total 

live cost to produce broiler birds and gives additional revenues $$$.   
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KPI GSI Industry AVG

Sq Ft. of housing 16,000 16,000

Placement density per sq ft. 0.8 0.8

Flock placement (birds) 20,000 20,000

Liveability rate 97% 93%

Birds harvested 19,400 18,600

Average weight (KGs) 2.3 2.12

Total KGs 44,620 39,432

Average farm price (RM) 100kg 415 415

Total collection (RM) 185,173 163,643

Additional revenue (RM) 21,530 every flock cycle!

FCR 1.60 1.64

Days 38 39

How do we do it?:

2. GSI structures KPI results comparison with industry  6

A. Improved Key Performance Indicators
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How do we do it?:
l

2. GSI structures KPI results compared to the industry  7

A. Improved KPI  = Lower Costs

The simulation table is generated based on studies across the industry 

with  poultry houses that are free from disease, share similarities, types of 

feed and are build in tropical countries. 

Thus, GSI house performs better in delivering more and heavier
birds in each house, every flock cycle. 
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How do we do it?:
l

2. GSI structures improves KPI results   8

A. Improved KPI = faster growing birds

• Given the right ambience and environment birds grow faster, heavier, 

more uniform, faster to the market with better feed conversion rates.

• In average, all GSI structures’ customer reported they are able to save 

1 day in harvesting flocks.

- 1 day saving equivalent to: 

Feed savings of 2.5ton feed, approximately RM7.6K savings per

day!
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How do we do it?:

liv

3. GSI structure building characteristics  9

A. R12 insulation = how is it achieved?

GSI structure versus competitor – key differentiation that delivers result

R12 Fiberglass wool R4 PU Foam Panel 

Lowers house temperature by 

at least 3⁰ Celsius  
Traps heat & poor longevity
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How do we do it?:

liv

2. GSI structure building characteristics   10

A. R12 insulation = how is it achieved?

Sidewall insulation  

GSI provides 3 layer 

cladding system

- Better thermal 

insulation

- Airtight
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How do we do it?:

liv

2. GSI structure building characteristics  11

A. R12 insulation = how is it achieved?

Sidewall insulation  

Competitor offers:

- Cement & wood

- PU panel 

= unhealthy birds and 

higher mortality rate 

and reduction of 

placement density.
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How do we do it?:

liv

2. GSI structure building characteristics  12

A. R12 insulation = how is it achieved?

Drop ceiling with natural attic ventilation 

GSI houses - vented

Radiant heat can 

cause bird death rate 

up to 40%. 

Insulated roof prevents 

direct radiant heat transfer 

to birds.  

Gives extra +R3 insulation 

Competitor’s unvented house
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How do we do it?:

liv

2. GSI structure building characteristics  13

B. GSI Asia’s air tight design structure

GSI houses conform to all technical air tight requirements:-

• Consistence wind speed of 2m/s air exchange in less than 1mm 

performance

• Ventilation efficiency =0.2 inch negative static pressure

Our competitor offers you a cheaper house that leaks air:-
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How do we do it?:

liv

2. GSI structures building characteristics
14

B. GSI Asia air tight design – uses vapor barrier 

Vapor Barrier:
• An impermeable membrane that blocks the flow of air through building 

envelope = no air leakage.

• Protects envelope structure and insulation from condensation damage.

Houses built with PU panels have  low air-tightness due to thermal 

expansion rate. 
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structure are cost efficient 15

A. Drop ceiling = lower utility costs   

• Installation of drop-ceiling reduce building cross section area, so less 

ventilation fans are needed to produce higher fan speeds.

To cut cost, competitors offers houses without drop-ceiling 
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures are cost efficient 16

A. Drop ceiling = lower utility costs  

Our competitors offers drop ceiling with:

• More cross sections

• Protruded column truss and purlins 

 Poor ventilation. Need more fans to move air with higher utility costs

In an average house size, GSI uses 8 fans VS 10 fans by competitors.

Difference of 20% asset savings and as high as 10-15% savings in 

electrical usage

GSI – 8 fans Competitor – 10 fans
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures are cost efficient 17

A. Drop ceiling = lower utility costs  

a) An ideal poultry house temperature is around 31c -32c for 

optimizing performance. 

b) Our design provides additional R3 thermal insulation as well as 

maintaining temperature at 31c -32c.

- Our competitors average house temperature records 34c – 36c.

Thus GSI Asia house use lesser fans to cool down buildings. 

Thermal image of 

competitor’s house of an 

average 37c
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures are cost efficient 18

B. Low Maintenance  

i. Air leaks –Tightness 

a) No leakage of rain water seeping in during tunnel ventilation, thus 

GSI house will not rust.

b) PU panel’s interior sheathing has thinner gauge and would rust over 

time. 

Our competitors’ offerings:
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures are cost efficient 19

B. Low Maintenance  

ii. High structure integrity  

a) GSI house has high structure integrity together. Unlike PU panel, will 

disintegrate at 90c. Our structures are build to last.
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures are cost efficient reducing utility costs 20

B. Low Maintenance  

ii. High structure integrity  

b) GSI Asia structures have an air tight design that helps in providing 

uniform temperatures which aids in maintaining structure integrity.

- Unlike PU panel, thermal expansion rate between panels‘ metal and

foam during cold (contraction) and hot weather (expansion) worsen

the structure integrity and air-tightness; resulting in leakages. 

Leaks caused by 

thermal expansion
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures produces healthier flocks 21

C. Healthier flocks = Better Returns  

iii. Healthier Flock    

a) Better insulation, air-tightness, less house leaks which creates 

improved ambience and a better environment for the production of 

healthy flocks.

- lowers ammonia concentration, bacterial infections, respiratory 

diseases etc 

b)   Increase flock metabolism via feed conversion to meat(kg)
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How do we do it?:

3. GSI structures have lower maintenance cost in upkeep 22

Our house structures have many positive features that reduces future 

maintenance in upkeep. 

Note: Study was conducted by GSI China across APAC region
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4. GSI Asia structures are build to last  23

A. GSI structures are built to withstand typhoon proof!  

a) Our customer’s house stands against the recent Tropical Storm Shanti 

that wrecks Philippines on October 2013.

b) The house was in the direct TS Shanti path with max wind speed 

recorded at 195km/h

- reported only a few overhang roof detached from tek screw. The 

tek screw was found to be fastened in the wrong position which 

eventually caused it to detached. 

c)  Most importantly, the structure stands intact. No structural damage was

reported. 
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4. GSI Asia structures are build to last  24

A. GSI structures withstand strong winds 

Fallen trees

Metal roof sheets 

peeled off

Roof of many tunnel 

houses peeled off

Structures made of 

light materials 

collapse
Electric poles severed 
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4. GSI Asia structures are build to last  25

A. GSI Asia structures proof of strenght and durability
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Precise Manufacturing

4. GSI Asia structures are build to last  26

TRUSS FABRICATION 

PROCESS

ZINC COATED WELDS

JIG WELDING PROCESS
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4. GSI Asia structures are build to last  27

2 PRODUCTION FLOOR BROILER STRUCTURE-PHILIPPINES

Various Options….
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4. GSI structures – Success testimonials   28

Broiler Buildings in UK….
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4. GSI structures around the globe  29

Two Story Layer in New Zealand….
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4. GSI structures, build to last  30

Two Story Broiler in Philippines….
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4. GSI structures around the globe 31

Broilers in Romania….
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4. GSI structures build to last  32

Broiler in Honduras….
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Conclusion   33

Summary  

GSI structures have provided the industry:

1. Higher liveability rates, improved bird uniformity and lower FCR

- more birds harvested = more meat KGs output

- improved bird uniformity = more meat KGs sold

- lower feed conversions = lower feed costs per KG of meat  

end result: - More heavier and uniform birds eating less feed 

= additional revenue $$$

2 Cost savings

- Our building structure characteristics provides many positive 

features thus reducing future maintenance in upkeep. 

3.  Longevity: built to last for many years

- Typhoon proof. Investment securement. 
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Conclusion   34

Thank you

Talk to our sales representatives today

for an immediate appointment.

Or

Get an online quote at

www.gsiasia.net


